Adverse events occurring during invasive electroencephalogram recordings in children.
In cryptogenic epilepsy or when multifocal seizure onset is suspected, intracranial monitoring of the EEG is required. To report on the adverse events related to electroencephalogram (EEG) intracranial recording in one of the largest pediatric series published and to discuss the avoidance of adverse events in our experience and with respect to a review of the literature. A retrospective analysis of our department database and hospital charts of 95 children operated on between 1994 and 2009 was performed. Invasive recording was uneventful in 51.1% of cases. Observed frequency of infection was 14.9%, cerebrospinal fluid leak was 10.6%, brain swelling was 6.4%, and hemorrhage was 17%. Brain swelling was more frequent in older patients, whereas the length of recording, number of electrode contacts used, and presence of depth electrodes were not relevant. Cerebrospinal fluid leakage was completely prevented by the routine introduction of dural graft substitutes in 2003. Invasive recordings carry a noticeable rate of adverse events but provide invaluable information in delineating the epileptogenic zone. The low incidence of such events among younger children suggests that invasive recordings can be successfully performed with low morbidity in this age group.